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Dear Covalensians!
70th Independence Day

Congratulations to all on the 10th Anniversary!

15th August 2016

FOREWORD
It is our immense pleasure to
bring
you
this
tenth
anniversary special edition of
Covalense Newsletter, aptly
named as The Covalense
Horizon.
This is going to be a six
monthly magazine presenting
business news, significant
achievements, and leaders
speak about looking beyond
the horizon. We present you
the event photos from various
locations.
Happy Togetherness!
The Editorial Team

My heartfelt thanks to each and every one
of you for the unwavering support and
relentless efforts! All of us together make
the world recognized & prominent brand –
“Covalense”!
We have done extremely well and we will
continue to do so! Covalense has been
evolving and rising! We have dealt with
challenges and adversities in our own
unique way and never for a moment we
have given up on the big picture. We are
here for the next 100 years and we will
emerge successful with our best practices
and passion for the emerging trends!

Adaptability is highly crucial for any successful business. Having smart teams who
understand the importance of adaptability
to best practices and emerging technologies plays a critical role.
The next decade is going to be a very exciting journey as we scale new heights and
reach on to new frontiers!
The Future is so bright! Technology and
global markets are rapidly changing and
continuously evolving! The journey is always exciting if we practice the art of developing a learning organization. All I say is
“Work Smart” & “Enjoy” everything that
you do!

God has been very graceful and he has
showered his blessings on all of us! My
Our focus has always been on two crucial
heartfelt thanks to God!
dimensions that form the core of our
‘DnA’ - Diversity & Adaptability, which I I wish each and every one of you & your
families to “Enjoy & Prosper” - “Personally
consider very critical for success.
& Professionally”!
We are diversified in terms of technologies, services, solutions, consulting, geog- Narayana Peesapati
raphies, verticals and size of the clients.
We have implemented our solutions in 16
geographies with office presence in 5
countries. The diversification of Covalense
has given us a very stable platform to perform and showcase our strengths.

Technavio
Announces Top
Six Vendors in
the Global OSSBSS Software
Market from
2016 to 2020
July 18, 2016

Technavio has announced
the top six leading vendors
in their recent global OSSBSS software market report
until 2020. This research
report also lists 17 other
prominent vendors that are
expected to impact the
market during the forecast
period.
Covalense is the only service provider, as a Gold
level partner with Oracle,
ranked among the product
vendors.
The vendors listed in this
report are: Amdocs, Ericsson, Huawei, NetCracker,
Oracle-Covalense
and
Redknee.
“Covalense Technologies, a
Gold-Level Oracle partner,
has an established presence for BSS OSS implementation, and upgrade
and application outsourcing
solutions. Covalense has
strong expertise in CRM,
OSS-BSS, and SDP products,

Dear All,

I

congratulate you all on the occasion of Cova-

lense 10th anniversary!
It has been a great show by all of you that
made us to celebrate 10years of success in a
grand way. I would like to take a moment to
thank all our customers who believed in us for
building the right solutions for them. I would
also like to thank all your families (other half’s
and children) who have been constantly supporting all of us in really achieving this great
milestone.
I am very confident of achieving many more
milestones by opening many new paths with
our innovative services and solutions strategy.
We will strive to scale to new heights and will
be very successful in all our future endeavours.
Scaling from here is our theme for this decade
and let us all work hard for building a great
brand called COVALENSE and feel really proud
of making it happen.

What we need to do to make this happen? Imagination and belief are the main attributes to help
unleash our true potential. Keep an open mind
for learning and growing. Live in your role, feel
good and happy in whatever you are contributing
to make this journey a very satisfied one. All the
uphill battle of proving what Covalense is over,
we are well known and recognized people oriented company. All parameters are set, be it is our
technical competency, be it is handling the complexity in providing the right solutions to the customers, be it is to respond to the needs of the
society, be it is exploring the new paths and avenues for our growth. We have all the foundation
set and it is time to watch for our exponential
growth.
Success lies in helping, sharing and winning together. Let’s all contribute sincerely to achieve
this kind of a success.
Wish you all a very happy journey forward and all
the best!

Sreenivas Peesapati

which enables them to deliver BSS OSS Transformation, Greenfield Implementations and Application
Upgrade projects”.
This research report is a huge accreditation and brand recognition worldwide in BSS-OSS segment.
We are placed well above all other System Integrators in this space. With this credible recognition
we will have better acceptance of Covalense by clients worldwide.
This accreditation coming in our 10th year is a big, colorful feather in our cap.
Kudos to team Covalense and team BSS OSS.
Full text of the news release can be read at: http://finance.yahoo.com/news/technavio-announces-topsix-vendors-170000420.html
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sales and business development continue to focus on
niche growth, brand building
and building partnerships.

Covalense New Zealand business unit has the distinction of
having the implementation
experience in 10 out of 11
industry verticals which Covalense show cases. Some of
high profiles brands/clients
include Coca Cola, TWoA, Vodafone, Spark Digital, 9
Spokes,
Vector,
Tonkin+Taylor, Office of the Auditor General NZ, WEX, Ports of
Auckland etc.
Over this last one decade, we
supported and serviced a
number of start-ups and have
distinction in their success
stories. Recent examples include 9 Spokes and Marker.
This BDU has been traditionally strong for onsite consulting
for CMOM services. And our
work has always earned excellent client appreciations for
their outstanding performance and customer commitment!
The beginning of 2016 has
witnessed some major business transformations across
different
accounts/clients
managed by Covalense NZ and
amidst this environment, our

With multi-year contracts, our
engagements in 2016 have
entered 9 years with TWoA; 7
years with Coca Cola NZ and
Vodafone Qatar; 5 years with
Tonkin+Taylor; 4 years with
Ports of Auckland and 3 years
with OAG and 9 Spokes.
Covalense developed holistic
organisational programme for
health and well-being offerings, aka Tau Ora has been
awarded for the second time
for the Health, Safety and
Wellbeing at the HRINZ
awards held in Auckland in
Feb ’16.
Vodafone Qatar presented us
with a ‘Commitment to Services Award’. For the past 6
years, Covalense has been one
of the prime vendors of Vodafone Qatar for maintaining
their 3.5 million customer data and migration into Siebel
CRM. As part of the compliance and governance, KPMG
(deputed by Vodafone Qatar)
has audited, certified and appreciated Covalense for adhering to the security norms
and standards as agreed with
Vodafone Qatar.
Covalense is NZ Govt ap-

proved preferred Microsoft
development vendor of the
Office of the Auditor General
(OAG) in Wellington. Our engagement has now increased
with implementation of Microsoft BI systems and also
provision of SharePoint consultants for long term onsite
role.
One of our clients, a cloud
based business software company, has been successfully
listed on the Australian Stock
Exchange. Their online cloud
based platform acts as a powerful media for OSPs serving
F500 clients across BFSI vertical in ANZ and Europe region.
Covalense has been instrumental in designing this cloud
platform with robust system
architecture meeting the industry standards and benchmarks followed by the Global
BFSI entities. Our solution
showcases our strength in
designing enterprise wide
cloud based solutions and Big
Data analytics to address the
huge data volumes!
We signed a new engagement
with Wellington based ISV,
Midas Infomedia for onsite
product development and
offshore project engagements
in Java stack. Midas specialises
in customer data analysis and

presentation.
Covalense NZ has initiated
dialogue with NZ brands
like Sky TV, 2 Degrees Mobile, IAG, Southern Cross
Insurance,
Vodafone,
Spark
Digital,
District
Health Boards (DHBs) for
MOM, OSS/BSS, Cloud,
Java, and Testing opportunities.

Srinivas Patri

Life is 10% What
Happens to us and
90% how we
react to it

Dennis P Kimbro

Know Your Company
Covalense Office
Locations

Hyderabad
Bengaluru
Auckland
Sydney
Virginia

Nine Years of
Relationship with
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The biggest risk is not taking
any risk. In a world that’s
changing really quickly, the
only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is not taking
risks” - Mark Zuckerberg

Seven Years of
Relationship with

We have intensified our work at Rackspace
well and some didn’t but the best part of all is we through our partner channel. We are growing
have grown on to become a better organization constantly with our anchor client Intuit. Oracle
than we were 6 months ago. Here’s a throwback: SSI is now actively work with us not only for
Siebel but also in the other COTS products from
Our APTG Relationship grew multifold as we have Oracle Communication Technology Stack.
clocked more than 12,000 hours of work. Our
customer is so delighted that we remain their The second half of this calendar year looks
constant go to partner for BSS/OSS solutions equally promising with good opportunities from
even after of changing partners. We have our first African and South East Asian regions. We are
cTAF sale and anxiously looking forward to imple- actively expanding our footprint in the USA and
started taking baby steps in Europe.
ment and prove the product value.
We came home successfully with Iridium satellite We have our eyes set on becoming the market
account and we have delivered a successful solu- leader and we will continue our journey and
tion by our top talent. We are now part of their your energy filled with fun and creative ideas is
integral IT plan. We have received excellent ac- what will take us there. With the Right people
anything is possible as said by Richard Branson
colades supporting our performance.
and we firmly believe in that.

At Covalense we did take risks and some paid off

Suneel Vadlamudi & Kiran Sundarrajan

We

started the year with the emphasis
on ‘Understanding our customer’s path to
purchase and understanding how they
interact with technology is the key to ensuring that we stay ahead of the Curve’.
We collaborated with different partners
from different industry backgrounds. One
of which is digital marketing arena, where
we invited on board a proven digital media and creative consultant.We are launching our digital media
campaign here at Australia with clear identification of target services, which is Mobile, e-Commerce and enterprise software.
We strategically partnered up with an innovative company which
offers contestable consulting opportunities for its large enterprises and large implementations. We started working on proposals
for one of the big gaming companies in Asia region, a large insurance platform implementation and also on cyber security front.
We have started working for Vodafone on Tallyman tool implementation through our partner TCS.

Dealer solutions is now into 2nd year with our offshore
team; Onsite engagements being in pipeline.
We increased our presence at Lake Maintenance this year
with a new engagement in mobile development.
Fishead Communications engaged us with a multi year
contract upon successful development of one of their
leading fashion portal.
We continue our engagements with eNurse, JamesGlen,
Openseed and Appsqure.
LexingtonTech LLC, from California, USA is a new client
this year from North America market partnered with Covalense and awarded open-source projects.
We are taking new initiatives to pump up our lead pipeline for long term and adding more team to sales band
wagon.

Ravi Kota
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Greetings

to my fellow Covalensi-

ans!
A decade of successful growth in
Software IT industry is a major
achievement and deserves applaud
to all of us.
Many of you may have diverse experiences in your customer interactions. Most of you would recollect
those moments where customer
has showered accolades on you and your team for the
successful delivery. We all like to cherish those customer
delight moments. It is customer delight that gives us repeat business and reference business.

Passionate delivery, dedication to quality and effective
communication are some of the key prerequisites to excel
in delivery and customers satisfaction. Setting expectations
and exceeding expectations consistently will result in customer delight.
The following important actions help you in establishing
great relationship with customer which helps both parties
collaborate for better outcome. You can easily remember
these with a meaningful mnemonic COVALENSE EDGE.

Srinivas Ponnaganti

C

Customer Preferences

Understand Customer Preferences to serve better. Example - customer wants progress report in a
specific format so that he can use it in his report directly.

O

Organization (Customer)

Know your customer organization well. In the corporate world it helps a great deal in establishing
right contacts for right context.

V

Validate Assumptions

You must validate with customer any assumptions made during requirements gathering and discussions

A

Availability

Be available to the customer as much as possible to their preference. Communicate well in advance for any planned time off.

L

Listen (Really Listen)

E

Empathize

It takes lot of effort to really listen to the customer. Deep listening will reveal the customer perspective and real reason behind their actions.
Empathize with customer demands. There is always a reason and a pressing need for them to
make high demands certain times.

N

Non Functional & Unstated Requirements

Dig deep in to requirement analysis to find out customers unstated needs and non-functional requirements

S

Service Orientation

Service to (Human) Customer is Service to God!

E

Set Expectations

Set right expectations on deliverables and delivery plan. Customer will understand if we explain
reasons well.

E

Exceed Expectations

Strive to exceed expectations; once you exceed expectation then it will become expectation next
time. And, if you exceed that as well, you will see a delighted customer.

D

Demonstrate Progress

Demonstrate progress (not just status) in periodic review meetings with customer. This will set &
reset the customer expectations.

G

Governance

Periodic Governance meetings at various levels and different stakeholders

E

Engagement

Think about all activities under a senior stakeholder. Establish an engagement mechanism to appraise customer on all Covalense Deliverables
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B&OSS,

standing for Business & Operation Support System, the term always has gone
hand-in-hand with Telecommunication service providers.
OSSs are systems that help in
service fulfilment and assurance. They enable telcos to
manage their network and inventory and provision the desired communication services
for their customers. BSS refers
to the IT systems that help business with overall business performance management capability including customer management, billing and revenue management.
Evolution
Till two decades back, OSS-BSS
systems were mostly custombuilt based on the specific
needs of respective Telcos. As
the time has progressed, proliferation of services, technologies, devices, application and
combinations of these made it
impossible for custom-made
solution to cope with the variety and velocity of such changes.
This brought the era of COTS
(“Commercial Off The Shelf” )
software for OSS-BSS, where
different product vendors came
with state-of-the art products
for specific functional domains
(CRM, Order Management, Inventory Management, Billing,
etc.) claiming to address telco
specific requirements by means
of “mostly” configuration and
with some customizations. TMF
(Tele Management Forum)
played a very important role in

standardization of the OSS-BSS business pro- es and cloud-services need to be integrated.
cesses.
Product vendors have now started including
cloud and M2M capability in their BSS/OSS
Challenges from Over the Top (OTT) Applica- solution stack supporting new standardized
tions and Digital Transformation
interfaces
Saturation in traditional telecom service penetration is inevitable and OTT applications have
already put a big dent on SMS and voice revenues of Telcos. In addition they put a lot of
stress on the network by means of bandwidth
intensive applications For example, in USA
~50% of the data network’s bandwidth is used
by NetFlix and YouTube. Operators’ data networks are being used as merely dumb pipes,
their profits are declining and OTTs are becoming the real winner by monetizing the contents. This saturation has been reflected on
OSS-BSS investments and Cumulate Average
Growth Rate for global OSS-BSS stands merely
~3% till 2020, as per Ovum research group.
The COTS vendors already struggling to sell
new product licenses and for many of them
the new sales revenue is on decline.

The solution demands a device-agnostic, protocol-agnostic, application and contentagnostic OSS-BSS system, supporting open &
standardized APIs and providing the capability
of service/device discovery, hot-provisioning,
service delivery, real-time monetization &
monitoring while ensuring the data privacy
and security.
Most importantly the solution needs to be
highly agile to support continuous evolving
processes as the number and variety of devices and services will keep growing with this
new era of Open Innovation.

In conclusion, OSS BSS System Providers, System Integrators will have to design and deliver
solutions that are compatible with the ubiquitous networks, protocols and devices. As a
Immediate focus for Telcos has become the service provider, listed among top six providsurvival in this new digital era where disrup- ers for 2016-2020, we have to adopt these
tion is the new normal. Many of them have new technologies and provide value added
already realized they need to expand their services to our customers.
wings beyond the traditional telco business
and venture in the areas of digital services like Deepak Bhat
Telematics, Entertainment, M2M, Healthcare,
Smart-Cities etc. Some examples are: Verizon
acquiring Hughes Telematics; Airtel launched
digital TV services in 2009;
Transformation of BSS-OSS for digital services
The traditional OSS-BSS products/solutions are
more aligned towards human-to-human or
human-to-machine communication services.
OSS-BSS product vendors / implementers
need to reinvent and align their products /
solutions towards digital services and M2M
(Machine 2 Machine), where billions of devic-
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Emerging Trends in Cloud Services
Jayadev, Head of Technology

Over

the past couple of
years, we have achieved
significant transformation
on
Cloud Space by
aligning ourselves to latest cutting edge Cloud
Technologies, this is a
continuous process for
our growth. Our Technology investments on
Cloud adheres to industry leaders like Microsoft, Amazon, Google and IBM which will
enable to us provide the right direction/
solution to our clients.
Looking at the current trends in the market on
Cloud Platforms (IAAS, PAAS and SAAS), most of
the organization will migrate to Cloud Environments on varied services and we have potential
opportunity to tap into this space and aligning
our resources and meet the GoTo Market strategy
We could achieve this through our team work
and continue to excel through "Innovation”,

Scalability" and "Adoption" which will allow us to
grow and excel in the Cloud space.
When it comes to public cloud market share
AWS leads from the front followed by Microsoft,
IBM, Google and Salesforce.
We are continually strengthening our capability
on Amazon Cloud Technology stack and Microsoft Azure - Combined with the IAAS and
PAAS features on Cloud, we are delivering solutions in Single/Multi-Tenant and provide enterprise cloud solutions for our customers.
Where is the Industry heading
Microservices and Microservices to scale
We are continuing to evolve on Cloud Technology stack and investing our resource and
knowledgebase on Cloud Architectures and deliver new projects using Microservices Architecture.

Jayadev Thimmaraju

Image Courtesy: https://blog.risingstack.com/how-enterprises-benefit-from-microservices-architectures/

Oracle
Communication
Technology Stack
PH4C Product Hub 4 Communication – Product and
offer master
Siebel Customer relationship management providing the complete L2C
AIA Application Integration Architecture – Provides integration flows for
Siebel, BRM, OSM, UIM,
PH4C
OSM Order and Service
Management. Plays a key
role in RODOD and RSDOD
patterns
UIM Unified Inventory
Management – Stores the
network physical inventory, logical inventory, topology, capacity etc.
ASAP and IPSA Provides
activation functions for
various simple and complex services
NI-ND Network Integrity
and Network Discovery.
Synchronizes inventory
with the network
Network Intelligence Provide Inventory Analytics
function like Capacity
Management
PCRF Network and Application Policy Control, Policy Based Charging
OCCC Convergent Charging Controller – To support
charging for 2G networks
(non diameter protocols)
and provide control plan
functionality
OCSG Services Gatekeeper. Enables the use of
network, application and
billing services by third
party providers.
OCCAS Converged Application Server
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We have been very Consistent in our Delivery Process and have
Year 2006
Genesis
Year 2007
Constitution

achieved tons of accolades from our Clients. This has been possible with
our C.R.I.S.P approach which we make sure is imbibed in every team
member!
We orient our team towards Commitment to customers as the first priority, which has earned a long lasting & trustworthy Relationship. Team
is Inspired to work on new technologies and challenging environment
by providing best Solutions. People Orientation is the key to our delivery excellence!

Anita Vemparala

Year 2008
Horizon
Year 2009
Transform
Year 2010
Grandiose
Year 2011
Unfurl
Year 2012
Momentum
Year 2013
Counterpoise
Year 2014

Your work is going to fill a
large part of your life
and the only way to be truly

Coadunation

satisfied is to do what you
believe is great work

Year 2015

and the only way to do great

Progression

work is love what you do
Steve Jobs

Year 2016
Scala
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Towards Financial Excellence
Krishna Peesapati, Director of Finance
Congratulations to all on the 10th Anni-



Developed a stable framework with the help of local auditors across the countries and laid a strong foundation for
growing leaps and bounds globally.



Developed a robust internal risk management & healthy
financial model to perform efficiently in the rapidly changing
global markets.

versary!
An amazing journey & incredible experience! We have done very well for the
past 10 years growing from start up to
being a recognized IT player in the global
market. In Finance, We have applied well
thought strategy at each and every step
to ensure that Covalense is ‘Built to Last’.
Our key achievements towards financial excellence:

Time and again we have proven ourselves, built hard earned
reputation and won accolades for our excellent customer service
& brilliant solutions! It is just wonderful to be recognized and
awarded this way!

Serving & Enabling our clients across various verticals, facing the
Structured and established our own overseas branches and challenges, making them succeed and enjoying our success is
subsidiaries in 5 major countries where we are engaged in nothing but Divine Bliss!
multi-year contracts with premier clients.
Thank you all for the selfless contributions over the past decade!
 Highly efficient and highly compliant with all regulatory and
May God Shower his Blessings!
tax requirements.
Krishna Peesapati
Ten Years of


Relationship with

Secrets to build a collaborating Team
Raj Sekhar, Senior HR Manager
We practice the following initiatives to develop
“The body may be bought collaborating teams at Covalense.
with a pay check but the
heart is earned with a pur-  Respect individual’s needs and concerns
 Support skill and talent development
pose.”
― Angela Lynne Craig, Pivot  Wide opportunities to demonstrate and contribute Employee skills
Leadership: Small Steps...Big
 Value each employee's ideas.
Change
 Be aware of employees' unspoken feelings.
Covalense has started in the  Encourage listening and brainstorming.
year 2006 with a PEOPLE TEAM to involve in  Encourage team members to share inforbuilding and nurturing the Teams to fulfil the
mation.
aims and goals of the Company and the aspira
Plan career progression of each employee
tions of the Employees. Covalense believes in
building a relationship with its Employees rather  Salaries & benefits on par with industry
than just gain a resource. Covalense, right from I am proud to share that the percentage of emthe beginning, believed that the company should ployees having more than five years with Covasupport and develop the Employee’s talent & skill lense is very high.
and guide their career progression in its natural
progression.

Six Years of
Relationship with
Coca Cola Amatil
Australia

Five Years of
Relationship with

Raj Sekhar
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Covalense 10th Anniversary celebrated at the
Royal Orchids Resort in Bengaluru. The venue
was perfect, the theme was awesome, togetherness was displayed everywhere.

Sreeni has shared the vision and mission followed with surprise announcement of our
first win for cTAF. It is our tenth anniversary
gift!!

Dr Arun made us laugh so much, we literally
cried laughing out loud. This fantastic team
activity has freed up everyone’s mind and
really brought happiness.

Ten Year Journey video was a revelation for
all of us going through the growth cycle of
Covalense. This can be simply summarized in
one word “Covalense is Rising”.

Covalense has got talent! Scintillating dance
number by Rati and Aiswarya; Hilarious skit
‘kick ass’; even more hilarious ‘Lazy’ dance
followed by Krishna mimicking voice and body
language of some our leaders.
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Vodafone Qatar presented Covalense with Commitment to
Services Award.
“Covalense Is presented with this certificate in grateful appreciation for the 6years of specialized partnership in providing Back-office Support functions, for the commitment and
dedication to maintain a smooth day-to-day operations for
Vodafone Qatar”
It is an overwhelming recognition for our continuous Quality
and Timely Deliveries! The team has always met the SLA’s that
are varied for different activities in a 24x7 operation. The team
were always there to ensure that we are delivering to achieve
customer delight!
Bharath Bellamkonda, Senior Project Manager

Six Years of
Relationship with

Covalense at the Oracle Industry Connect
April 2016
Covalense participation
at Oracle Industry Connect, Florida was a great
success. The brand Covalense is everywhere. All big
leaders of Oracle and the
customer community is
very much appreciative of
the evolution of Covalense
from niche partner to niche integrator and smart solution provider. We have unveiled and demonstrated our flagship product
cTAF and cBOB at the event to customers across the globe. These are very promising and expecting a big pipeline of opportunities.

“Team Asia Pacific Telecom”: Achieved the improbable target & demonstrated technology excellence and
delighted the customer. We became the go-to technology partner for APT
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Earth Day Celebrations

Help save Planet Earth, we do not have Planet B
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10th Anniversary Celebrations Worldwide
Team New Zealand

Team Taipei

Team Sydney

Fun Days at Covalense

Delivery All Hands

Women's Day
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Epilogue
Editorial team thanks all contributors who have prepared their
note and delivered with strict deadline. We really appreciate the
efforts by our Creative Designer Ameeth.

We would like to hear from you all about the content of our
bi-annual business newsletter. Please share your feedback
and comments to newsletter@covalense.com with subject
line “News Letter Feedback”.

We seek contributions from all employees. Please share your conUntil next issue, happy reading!
tent with editorial team so that we review, refine and keep it
ready for the next edition which will be released in January 2017.
We plan to ‘connect’ with all of you in a monthly format as well.

206 & 207, Aditya Trade Center, Ameerpet, Hyderabad 500038, India. www.covalense.com
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